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Abstract 

In#Iago,#Shakespeare#embodied#the#purity#of#evil.#The#play#avoids#both#the#simplicity#

of#melodrama#and#the#didacticism#of#a#medieval#morality#play.#Iago,#as#the#story’s#

catalyst,#seduces#our#gaze#and#makes#us#co>conspirators#with#Othello#as#he#murders#

Desdemona.##Reading#Iago#as#a#personification#of#shame#provides#a#lens#for#

understanding#how#Othello#came#to#kill#his#heart’s#desire.##Rather#than#focusing#on#

good#vs.#evil#or#virtue#vs.#vice,#a#reading#from#the#standpoint#of#shame#versus#desire#

provides#insight#as#to#how#Shakespeare#created#a#one>sided#character#who#

implicates#us#in#the#story.##



#

Perplexing Questions 

It’s a commonplace in manuals on fiction and scriptwriting—“Make your 

characters complex.”  No one is either all good or all bad. Charles Baxter, in his essay 

“Maps and Legends of Hell: Notes on Melodrama,” abbreviates (and parodies) this 

“workshop cliché” as an instruction to “be fair to all the characters and give adequate 

explanations for all forms of behavior, however bad they may be” (169).  Such a 

commandment was a commonplace in my home when I was growing up—not as writing 

instruction, but as moral encouragement.  If I was angry at one of my brothers or a friend, 

my mother would work hard to get me to understand the situation from my enemy’s 

standpoint.  At least in my household, justice consisted of being fair to all parties—and 

that meant trying to understand all sides of a story.  Indeed, this became my interpretation 

of the biblical command to love my enemies: see the other as God sees her or him.  Play 

at being omniscient; justice demands it.  Such might be, as well, a command relevant to 

the fiction writer who employs an omniscient point of view: Show how the conflict 

within the characters themselves gives rise to the external conflict between the characters.  

Not bad advice. 

What, then, is one to do with a play like Othello?  Othello is clearly a complex 

character.  But Iago appears to be pure evil.  Marjorie Garber, in Shakespeare After All, 

recalls Coleridge’s famous description of Iago as “motiveless malignity.”  She continues, 

“Iago is successful precisely because he has no second dimension, no doubt, no 

compassion” (606).  Is there any redeeming feature in Iago at all?  Does Shakespeare call 

us to understand anything from Iago’s perspective? To empathize with him?  Certainly 

scholars have smudged much ink attempting to explain Iago and the purity of his evil.  
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See, for example, A. C. Bradley’s summary analysis of Iago’s character as imagined by 

Shakespearean scholars: 

Let us remember especially the keen sense of superiority, the contempt 

of others, the sensitiveness to everything which wounds these feelings, 

the spite against goodness in men as a thing not only stupid but, both 

in its nature and by its success, contrary to Iago’s nature and irritating 

to his pride.  Let us remember in addition the annoyance of having 

always to play a part, the consciousness of exceptional but unused 

ingenuity and address, the enjoyment of action, and the absence of 

fear. (188-89)  

Bradley affirms all these damnations of Iago, and adds two more: “Iago’s longing to 

satisfy the sense of power” (190) and—surprisingly—“the joy of artistic creation” (191).  

Such is Bradley’s attempt at finding the complexity of Iago’s character.  Yet, even with 

such enormous efforts to explain, complicate, bring order to the shape and meaning of 

Iago’s evil, the most affecting aspect of the character of Iago—if not the entire play of 

Othello—is the sense of pure evil enacted by this supporting character. 

One could argue, of course, since Iago is not the lead but is in a supporting role, 

he might reasonably be what E. M. Forster referred to as a “flat” character.  Thus, as a 

flat character, Iago does not have to be well-rounded.  Even flat characters have a role to 

play in strong narrative. 

The surprise, however, is that nothing seems flat about Iago.  If anything, he 

threatens to steal the stage from Othello.  One can’t help but wonder, during the bulk of 

the play, who’s the “lead,” Othello or Iago.  Harold Bloom states outright, “There can be 
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no question concerning Iago’s primacy in the play: he speaks eight soliloquies, Othello 

only three” (442).  In an essay entitled “Narrative Strategy & Dramatic Design,” K. L. 

Cook notes that, excepting only Hamlet, Iago has more lines than any character in the 

whole Shakespearean corpus. 

Indeed, Iago is a completely captivating character.  Yes, Othello’s presence is a 

commanding one.  His (three) speeches enthrall.  At times he displays both self-control 

and passion, each in the service of honor.  But it is Iago, both in his (eight) soliloquies 

and in his actions, who dominates; he—and the evil he embodies—is the web that 

captures both Othello and the audience.  Not something you would expect a flat character 

to do.  True, there is no emotional, psychological, or spiritual movement in Iago:  he’s 

evil in the opening scene and evil in the final scene.  Nor is there movement in the 

audience’s understanding of Iago.  We know he is evil from the beginning and our 

understanding of him remains unchanged, though perhaps deepened, throughout.  Iago is 

a hated, unremediable villain.  He is flat because that’s the way Shakespeare wrote him.  

And it works. 

So how does Shakespeare get away making such a flat character so prominent?  

He violates the rule of “make your characters complex”—at least from the standpoint of 

morality.  Desdemona is, apparently, all good; Iago, all evil.  Shakespeare makes no 

attempt to be fair to Iago, to appreciate things from his perspective.  If Iago is the enemy, 

Shakespeare shows no love toward him.  Instead, what we are given in these two 

supporting roles are characters who might fit plausibly within the context of any 

medieval morality play: good vs. evil—virtue vs. vice.  And vice (Iago) threatens to steal 

the stage completely away from Othello.  With all the dead bodies piled on the bed at the 
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end of the play, it would not be unreasonable to assert that vice has simply won in the 

end.  The play belongs to Iago.  Vice has defeated virtue . . . and gets away with it.  Iago 

does not suffer justice in the end.  This is, then, an anti-morality play. 

And yet . . .  something about the power of the play—and of both Iago and of 

Othello as characters—resists such a facile read.  There is an almost indefinable 

conviction that it is not, finally, Iago’s story.  Othello does win.  The question is, why?  

What does he win?  From, or against, whom?  And how does Shakespeare accomplish 

this? 

In his essay on melodrama, Charles Baxter argues that “In the Anglo-Saxon 

tradition, melodrama for better or worse usually provides the structure for thinking about 

misfortune” (194).  Certainly, given Baxter’s description of melodrama—“the 

consequence of the unknowably singular malign” (194)— Othello qualifies as 

melodrama. The characteristics of melodrama include, according to Baxter: “the 

infliction of pain from an unknown source, that is, a source that doesn't have to answer 

for itself”; “inexplicable betrayal”; “moral polarization”; “a straightforward blindness”; 

“the incomprehensible attached to the unforgivable”; “mute disaster”; “the blaze of 

emotions caught inside disarticulation”; “logical lunacy”; and “the stain that won't go 

away” (173).  Great descriptions of Othello, and of the function of Iago within the play.  

In an essay entitled “Where’s Iago?” Susan Neville calls Iago a “catalyst character” (34-

35).  Baxter himself describes a narrative catalyst as someone or something that 

precipitates action through the “creation of conflict and polarities” (173). A simpler way 

to say this might be to observe that Iago is what makes the story interesting.  “Hell,” 

Baxter writes” is story-friendly. . . . The mechanisms of Hell are nicely attuned to the 
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mechanisms of narrative” (170).  Iago captivates us for the same reason the witch 

fascinates us in Snow White. 

As a form [melodrama] grows out of straightforward blindness: the 

witch gazing into her mirror and not recognizing that she looks like a 

CEO and not a beauty queen.  It’s important that the witch is powerful, 

that she has magic; it may be that her psychosis has something to do 

with her magic.  Also, she hates.  She hates Snow White not because 

of what Snow White has done but because of what she is—beautiful.  

The witch is powerful and insane and unfair and ugly.  Narratively, 

she’s much more interesting than Snow White.  We just don’t want to 

be her. (165-66)  

No, we do not want to be Iago, either.  But he is interesting.  Perhaps this is all that’s 

necessary to understand the “why” of Iago’s uncomplicated evil.  Shakespeare gets away 

with the flat characterization of Iago because it makes a good story. 

The play is not, however, only about Othello and Iago.  Desdemona has a role as 

well.  She, not Othello, is the type of which Iago is the anti-type:  virtue vs. vice.  

Desdemona, not Othello, is the Snow White of Othello.  The polarities in the play are 

well-known:  light vs. darkness; reason vs. passion; Venice vs. Cyprus; white vs. black; 

love vs. hate; order vs. chaos; good vs. evil.  Marjorie Garber, in her chapter on Othello 

in her book, Shakespeare After All, recognizes that Iago may well be interpreted as a 

“more sophisticated version of the medieval Vice” (593).  But he does not stand alone.  

Iago represents the negative side of the polarities; Desdemona, the positive.  If Iago is 

vice; Desdemona is virtue.  In traditional morality-play mode, we would imagine these 
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two characters—Iago/vice vs. Desdemona/virtue—as personified forces battling for 

Othello’s soul.  To be sure, the polarities don’t actually line up so neatly under Iago and 

Desdemona.  If they did, then we would equate Desdemona (virtue) with light, reason, 

Venice, white, love, and order; Iago (vice) with passion, Cyprus, black, hate, and evil.  

Shakespeare is clearly scrambling conventional valuations here; subversions abound.  

Hence, it’s not, finally, a morality play. 

But Garber extends this reading of Othello-as-medieval-morality-play into an 

internal psychomachia, suggesting that we can read the play as representing a tug-of-war 

internal to Othello: “. . . both Iago and Desdemona [reflect] aspects of Othello’s own 

mind”; the battle is “a struggle of conflicting impulses, creative or sexual, anarchic or 

destructive” (593).  A reading based on the notion of psychomachia highlights the 

conflict between Iago and Desdemona, rather than focusing on the conflict between 

Othello and Iago.  Othello is understood to be the site of the battle, the territory fought 

for.  He is the prize—what is “won” in the battle.    

And yet . . . that is not the experience of the play.  Othello is, certainly, the 

battleground.  But he is also doing battle.  Iago does not come into direct conflict with 

Desdemona.  She, rather, is a pawn used by Iago as he does battle with Othello.  

Although Othello is not aware that he is battling Iago, Iago is certainly aware that he is 

doing battle with Othello. In Baxter’s citation of the Snow White story, it is the evil witch 

who is blind.  But in Shakespeare’s play, it is not Iago who is blind, but Othello. 

Othello’s blindness to Iago’s evil is one of the most discomfiting—and potent—

aspects of the play.  Repeatedly Iago is described as “honest Iago.”  No one perceives 

Iago as evil.  No one, that is, except the audience.  Iago knows he is evil.  He, in fact, 
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claims his own evil.  Or at least that is one way of reading his assertion in 1.1.62 when he 

declares, “I am not what I am.”1  He makes no real excuses for himself—except to say 

that he’s angry that Othello chose Cassio as his lieutenant and that he suspects Othello of 

having cuckolded him.  The weight of critical discussion on these matters—why does 

Iago hate Othello?—indicates, if anything, that the reasons explicitly given by Iago are, 

perhaps, nothing more than superficial rationales.  He is not (and his excuses are not) 

what he is.  He is, by intention and without hesitation, destructive.  He hates because he 

hates.  That is enough for him, even if it is not enough for Roderigo (to whom he gives 

his reasons) . . . or for scholars. 

And yet no one sees his evil.  He is “honest Iago”:  trusted friend, reliable officer.  

All are “credulous fools” (4.1.45).  Only Iago knows the truth about himself.  Even 

Desdemona fails to see his evil.  See, for example, her speech in 4.2.151-152, where she 

says, “Alas, Iago, What shall I do to win my lord again?  Good friend, go to him.”  And 

Iago assures her, “All things shall be well.”  In Iago, evil is so thoroughly evil that he has 

blinded even the good.  Vice has overcome virtue.   

As Baxter defines melodrama, Iago is “singularly malign.”  And it is this feature 

of “blindness to evil” that best describes the potency of the melodrama of Othello:  

“Melodrama occasionally grows out of a situation in which someone looks but doesn’t 

see what is there.  It doesn’t register. . . . Wild surmise takes the place of comprehension” 

(186). 

It is the remedy of this blindness that constitutes the climax and conclusion of the 

play, when through Emilia Othello learns of Iago’s villainy.  The question the play 

challenges us to ask, then, is not so much “Why does Iago hate Othello?” (i.e., why is 
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Iago evil?), but rather “Why does Othello not perceive Iago’s hatred?”  Why is everyone 

blind to Iago’s evil?  Worse, why does everyone misperceive Evil (Iago) as Good 

(“honest Iago”)? 

This brief examination of the “flatness” of Iago’s character in Othello generates a 

series of perplexing questions: 

• What is the function of Iago in the play?  Is he a flat—“motiveless”—

character, like a villain in a melodrama?  What keeps Othello from simply 

being a melodrama?  

• Who is the “star” of the show—Othello or Iago? 

• What is the central (external) conflict?  Is it between Iago and Othello?  Or 

between Iago and Desdemona? 

• Why is Othello (and everyone else, especially “good” Desdemona) blind 

to Iago’s evil?  Why do they misperceive evil as good? 

 

The Dynamics of the Engine of Shame 

The critical moment in Othello takes place between two deaths: the murder of 

Desdemona and the suicide of Othello.  This moment is, in some ways, a classic 

recognition scene.  Herein Othello realizes that Desdemona, whom he loved, had been 

true; it was Iago who was false.  The reversal of fortunes that Othello experiences is a 

reversal of trust.  He has trusted the wrong person.  And killed the one who was dearest to 

him in all the world.  One way to imagine the question that guides Shakespeare’s writing 

of the play is to ask, “What is it that causes a person to kill the thing he or she most 

loves?”  An extraordinary tragedy, when one kills the very thing one loves most dearly.  
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Yet an all too ordinary, or common, experience.  It is, perhaps, the greatest tragedy of 

human experience. 

Iago, of course, is key to the perversion of Othello’s world.  The evil deed was 

wrought through a partnership between Othello and Iago.  An odd partnership.  A 

somewhat surprising partnership.  Certainly a perverse and disastrous partnership.  Two 

key questions reveal the dynamics of that partnership:  How and why did Othello come to 

kill, Desdemona, his love?  What was the role of Iago, Othello’s trusted “friend,” in that 

murder?  These questions suggest that one driving force behind and within the play is the 

interplay of shame and desire, or what I have come to call the “engine of shame” in 

human life. 2  

Shame lies at the threshold of the private and the public.  We know ourselves in 

relation—in relation both to others and to ourselves.  Shame guards the boundaries 

between self and others, between the private and the public.  Shame is called into being 

when we first begin to recognize self vs. other.  Shame is thus necessary to identity-

formation, for only when we begin to distinguish between self and other do we begin to 

have a discreet identity.  In this sense, shame is (originally) a “trusted friend” to us, for it 

helps us to know ourselves in relation to the world. 

To know desire is to know one’s self.  But it is precisely our desire that shame 

challenges.  One of the deepest and most persistent challenges of human life is the 

negotiation between shame and desire. 

The origin of shame lies in external judgment.  Someone has said "no" to me.  

"No" is a necessary word.  It can be a very helpful word.  It is one of the ways we 

“know” the world—and ourselves.  As infants we are the universe . . . until someone tells 
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us, “No, you are not the universe; you are you.”  “No” is one of the key ways that we 

develop an identity.  The world (initially, our parents) “no's” us and we begin to “know” 

ourselves.  The problem is, we take that “no” too broadly.  As infants/children, we do not 

yet have powers of discrimination sufficient to the task.  Instead of hearing, “No, you're 

not the universe,” we hear “No, you don't exist,” or “No, your desires are wrong.”  No, 

you’re inferior, you’re bad, you’re evil.  The first “no”—those limits human life places 

on us—leads us to question our very existence.  (Thus, the parent needs to accompany the 

“no” with a heavy dose of “yes’s.”)  Eventually (and usually fairly early on) the 

externally-voiced “no” becomes internalized.  And, as we “grow up” (this natural 

perversion of self), this internalized “no” can function without any external voice.  We 

“no” ourselves (rather than know ourselves).  Moreover, this internalized “no” amplifies 

external voices of judgment.  Your “no” to me is exponentially amplified through my 

own internal “no.”  Each of those external “no's” strengthens the internal “no”—and 

establishes supposed evidence for its truth.   

Thus, when we hear the external “no,” we “know” it to be true.  It is, to use the 

key word from Othello, the “honest truth.”  Thus, “honest Iago.”  The suspicions that 

Iago insinuates for Othello confirm what Othello's internal “no” already knows.  

Desdemona is not “strong” enough to hold Othello, because Othello “knows” the truth.  

He trusts Iago, not Desdemona—“no,” not “yes.”  Not because he is drawn to evil, but 

because of the “truth” of Iago's “no.”  And, truth is good.  By the time we are adults, we 

have learned that our desire is wrong/bad/untrustworthy . . . and shame has become our 

trusted friend.   
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Shame is frequently linked with honor.  John Hollander, in his essay “Honor 

Dishonorable: Shameful Shame,” points out that, etymologically, the noun, “honor,” 

finds its adjective in the word “honest” (1066).  Iago is Othello’s “honest friend”; shame 

is our trusted friend.  As Garber points out, “. . . ‘honesty’ in the period [of Shakespeare] 

has a variety of meanings depending upon subject and context:  it can stand for 

respectability, moral virtue, female chastity, freedom from disgrace” (602).  

Significant anthropological research was done in the 1980s regarding shame and 

honor, particularly in Mediterranean Societies.  These studies focused on several distinct 

features in the relation between honor and shame in social interaction: ascribed and 

acquired honor, the challenge-riposte phenomenon of agonistic cultures, and 

public/private demarcations of honor and shame, especially as embedded in gender 

expectations and constructions.3 

Most commentators on Othello address the issue of gender in the play; it is 

unavoidable.  Often they (unwittingly?) link gender with notions of shame and honor, as 

in this astute comment by Marjorie Garber: “It is Othello’s shame, not Desdemona’s, that 

he speaks of so feelingly here” (609, referring to a speech by Othello in 3.3.346-358, 

about the public shame of his being privately cuckolded).   Lynda E. Boose has 

addressed, potently, some key gender issues in Othello in her article, “’Let it be hid’: The 

Pornographic Aesthetic of Shakespeare’s Othello.”  Boose emphasizes the “erotic 

violence” (22) in Othello and—most important—the role of Iago as a “strategy” that 

serves to highlight the audience’s collusion with Iago in their own prurient “pornographic 

imagination” (27).  While much of Boose’s article relies on a particular set of 

assumptions about sexuality, gender, and pornography that derive from a powerful mix of 
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Augustinian notions of sex, shame, and original sin4 coupled with late-Modern 

perceptions of gender,5 her emphasis on the voyeuristic aspect of the play is significant.  

From Othello’s opening scene, the audience’s ears have been filled 

with references to “looking,” usually spoken by Iago and repeatedly 

phrased in either the imperative that commands the listener’s visual 

attention, or in rhetorical questions that solicit it while simultaneously 

assuming compliance.  The ‘look’ command . . . has been, throughout 

the play, directed towards an increasingly sexualized image, yet an 

image that, until the final act, has been available only through the 

participatory act of imagining it. (23) 

Iago engages the audience directly, breaking through the so-called “fourth wall” and 

inviting the audience to “look and see.”  In Boose’s language, Iago “repeatedly 

stands at the fictive boundary of the play” (27).  Just as shame stands at the boundary 

of public and private, so does Iago stand at the boundary between audience (public) 

and stage (private).  Iago is, at any rate, a character who stands at the threshold, a 

schemer who invites those outside to see the private workings of Othello.  “We 

become,” as K. L. Cook describes it, “co-conspirators” with Iago (51). 

One—perhaps the—key function of shame lies in the negotiation of the 

boundary between public and private.  Shame-out-of-control (as we see it in Othello, 

as we experience it in human dysfunctionality) threatens to eradicate the private 

completely.  When the external “no” becomes internalized, one’s existence becomes 

subsumed by the public.  Such, in fact, is Garber’s assessment of the character of 

Othello who, she says, “distrusts the personal, and takes refuge in the public self” 
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(603).  The battle with shame (in a dysfunctional personality or system) is not, then, 

simply a psychomachia—an internal (psycho-) battle (machia).  We might rather call 

it a psycho-socio-machia: a battle between the individual and the society.  The goal 

of the battle is for personal identity, for selfhood.  Shame (Iago) would prevent us 

from asserting our self and its desires, preferring instead to divert our gaze, our 

valuation, our intentionality towards society and its expectations.  We learn to see 

what shame wants us to see, and thereby become co-conspirators with shame. 

This partnership with Shame—the internalized “no”-sayer—results in a 

divided self, what Cook refers to as a “secret identity”: 

     Most of the urgency and practically all of the dramatic irony in 

Othello derives from not only Iago’s ability to create such a persuasive 

secret identity for himself (“I am not what I am”), but also from his 

ability to create persuasive alternative identities for all of the other 

characters. (50) 

Garber extends this conflict beyond the characters, even into her reading of the 

setting:  “Venice is Cyprus.  Cyprus is Venice masked—not so much its opposite as 

its hidden self” (589, emphasis added).  According to the “engine of shame,” the 

public, appropriate, honored self is constantly in conflict with the private (secret, 

hidden), desirous, shameful self.  We trust the public honor, not the private desire.  

We do not know that our trusted friend is, in fact, an opponent to our deepest self—

at least it is such when it becomes a “no” that represses and threatens to kill our 

desire.  This is crucial to understanding the “engine of shame.”  By the time we are 

adults (probably already in adolescence), we have absorbed the “no” of shame—and 
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have even begun to experience its rewards.  It is, after all, how we make A’s in 

school and succeed at work—by being appropriate and trusting the external demands 

of others.  Such learned propriety blinds us to our own native desires and enables us 

to appear (to others and to ourselves) as reasonable and mature.  Shame helps us fit 

in and find approval.   

Once shame has done its job and taught us propriety, we no longer recognize 

shame as shame, but mistake its functions as a form of goodness.  Shame teaches us to 

see differently.  We undergo what may be called a reversal of values.  By the time we’re 

adolescents we have so thoroughly labeled our desire as bad or wicked, that we can no 

longer feel the beauty of our own desire and mis-take our repressed desires as filth rather 

than as treasure.   

The result of this reversal of values, this mis-labeling or misperception, is that we 

grow into a “mis-taken identity.”  This is what Aristotle calls a`marti,a (hamartia), 

usually translated as “tragic flaw.”  Janet Burroway notes the translation of a`marti,a as 

“mistake in identity” in her book, Writing Fiction: A Guide to Narrative Craft (42).  The 

Apostle Paul uses this Greek word for a central concept in his thinking.  In English 

translations of Paul’s letters a`marti,a is almost always translated as “sin.”  He rarely uses 

the more common word, para,basij (parabasis),  which is translated “transgression.”  

Paul’s notion of sin/hamartia is close to Aristotle’s conception of tragic flaw/hamartia—

and very unlike the general Jewish views of his day (and Christian views today), where 

“sin” was understood primarily as “transgression of the commandment.”6  In Paul’s 

Letter to the Romans, he forcefully sets forth this understanding of sin/hamartia where he 

articulates a self divided against itself:   
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I do not understand my own actions.  For I do not do what I want, but I 

do the very thing I hate. Now if I do what I do not want, I agree that 

the law is good.  So then it is no longer I that do it, but sin which 

dwells within me. . . . For I do not do the good I want, but the evil I do 

not want is what I do.  Now if I do what I do not want, it is no longer I 

that do it, but sin which dwells within me. (Rom. 7:15-20, Revised 

Standard Version) 

The “engine of shame” functions through a negative internalization of the good.  We 

succumb to the public demands of reputation, yielding up our private desires to the 

regulating rigors of shame. This split—between what the public demands and what the 

self desires—produces a self-against-the-self, a secret or hidden self, a self that the 

Apostle Paul gives expression to when he says, “Wretched soul that I am!” (Rom. 7:24, 

author’s translation).   In Othello, Iago plays precisely this shame-role:  “So I will turn 

her virtue into pitch,/And out of her own goodness make the net,/That shall enmesh them 

all” (3.3.347-349).  The good of society, even of the self, is used against the self.  The 

public colonizes the private.   

The tragic flaw/a`marti,a (the secret self, the hidden self) rests in our succumbing 

to the tyrannical forces of shame which results in self-damnation and ultimately the 

destruction of our own desire.  We live the lie of a constructed self and lose our real self 

(or selves, if you prefer).  The public (social conventions, social expectations, honor and 

reputation) governs us completely.  We are as others see us.  And the private is silenced 

to the point of near non-existence.  As Garber says about Othello: “A failure to reconcile 

public and private feelings leaves him with no space for self-knowledge” (599). 
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The following may serve as a summary list of the “dynamics of the engine of 

Shame”: 

• Reversal of Valuation – Our original, unique, good desire is labeled bad and 

shame, which rises to the level of tyrant, is perceived as our friend, as good, not 

destructive. 

• Shame is a self-construct – We construct shame by internalizing and magnifying 

external, social judgment to the point where we deny desire and submit wholly to 

social expectation. Joining forces with shame (originally the voice of external 

judgment) we build a constructed (public) self as a replacement for the (lost or 

repressed) true (private?) self.   

• Shame seduces us into repressing or killing what we love, desire.  It appears in 

full-force whenever we dare to call up desire. 

• Shame amplifies self-doubt through interpreting the facts of our lives.  From the 

standpoint of shame, the “demonstrable facts” prove the insinuations of shame. 

• We deal with the negative effects of our collaboration with shame by various 

coping mechanisms—compulsions.  These compulsions make up the constructed 

self.  We re-act rather than act.  Compulsions control us.  No free choice is 

possible as long as shame rules. 

• The original positive function of shame (of the “no”) in human life is to help form 

an identity that can act effectively in the larger world.  When shame becomes 

tyrannical, it defeats all desire.  The public self defeats the private self.  When 

these two—public and private—can be integrated into one self, healing occurs 

and free action is possible. 
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Iago as Othello’s Shame.   

Some of the contours of Othello are already evident in the above discussion of 

shame.  I grant that I’ve got a clear hermeneutical circle wheeling around here.  I sense 

shame in Othello . . . and then define shame (partially) out of my reading of Othello . . . 

and now demonstrate from the text of Othello that it is possible to read the play in this 

way.  Absolutely nothing is thereby proven.  But it has its own enticements.  And does, I 

think, suggest one potent way to understand the “why” of Iago and his evil.  What I do 

below is simply suggestive.  Using the list given above, I now adduce places, either in the 

language or the plot of Othello, where shame and its tyranny has its day in Shakespeare’s 

play. 

Reversal of Valuation.  Throughout the play, the good is bad and the bad is good.  

Iago is “honest Iago.”  Desdemona, of course is good—at the beginning.  But, under the 

power of shame, Othello comes to call her a “devil” (4.1.234) and a “whore” (4.2.87, 90).  

There are a myriad of examples of these reversals. Garber particularly notes the 

sometimes confusing array of opposites in the play.  For example, “Iago brings light in 

order to enforce darkness” (592).  Or, “Othello looks black, but it is Iago who becomes 

the moral negativity (conventionally, ‘blackness’) in the play” (592).  Even the dialogue 

itself plays on these confusing reversals. Note, for example, Othello’s “blessing” in the 

court in 1.2.35, where he speaks of “the goodness of the night.”  In terms of the expected 

binary, day=light=good=virtue and night=darkness=evil=vice.  The play is, throughout, a 

masterpiece of value-subversion.  The “good” values and the “evil” values simply do not 

line up as expected.  Truth and falsehood become confused.  Iago is the only one who 
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knows—but does not tell—the truth.  He counts on this reversal of values: “So will I turn 

her virtue into pitch” (2.3.348). He operates by deception and cunning: “I am not what I 

am” (1.1.62).  The audience/reader is “in,” not only on the deception of Iago, but on the 

blindness of everyone but Iago.  Shakespeare himself describes the strategy of the play, in 

the words of a senator in act one: “’Tis a pageant to keep us in false gaze” (1.3.18-19).  

Iago knows, the audience knows, but everyone else is kept “in false gaze” as to the truth 

about Iago. 

The Constructed Self and the Partnership with Shame.  Perhaps the line that 

demonstrates the close partnership between Othello and Iago in constructing “Othello’s 

mind,” so to speak, is the line spoken by Iago to Emilia in the final act: “I told him what I 

thought, and told no more/Than what he found himself was apt and true” (5.2.180-181).   

Iago, like the serpent in Genesis, is cunning.  He does nothing.  He avers much and 

nothing.  He does not charge Desdemona directly.  He merely insinuates.  The conflict 

between Othello and Iago is one to which Othello falls, and fairly early on.  All Iago has 

to do is to prick the Moor’s self-doubt.  All too soon, Othello decides to join forces with 

Iago.  He presses Iago to speak his mind.  Othello’s partnership with shame can be seen 

in his concern for his reputation, his good name.  And Iago plays not only on Othello’s 

(unspoken) self-doubt, but on his concern for public honor and public performance, even 

though Iago himself claims to have repudiated the value of reputation.  To Cassio he 

declares, “Reputation is an idle and most false imposition” (2.3.258-259).  Later, 

however, he manipulates Othello’s need for public honor by appropriating Cassio’s 

philosophy and affirming reputation: “Good name in man and woman, dear my lord,/Is 

the immediate jewel of their souls” (3.3.158-159).  Twice, Othello is pulled from his bed 
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with Desdemona—his private life—into the public life: first, in Venice when he is called 

to the Duke about matters of state, and second, when the Cassio brawl breaks out in 

Cyprus.  As long as Iago can keep Othello focused on his public self, his reputation, then 

the partnership that is necessary for Iago’s victory is assured. 

Killing What We Love.  The sweetness and treasure of Othello’s love for 

Desdemona is evident throughout the first half of the play and in the final scene as he 

murders his love.  Desdemona is Othello’s Desire, his “soul’s joy” (2.1.182)  And 

Othello’s marriage to her is the precipitating event for Iago’s hatred.  Although Iago 

claims, to Roderigo, that his two reasons for hating Othello are that Othello prefers 

Cassio as his lieutenant rather than Iago and that Iago suspects Othello of sleeping with 

Emilia, the narrative cause of Iago’s hatred is Othello’s marriage to Desdemona.  This, 

Iago never says.  (Shame will not admit to desire.)  But it—Othello’s love for and 

claiming of Desdemona—is the singular fact that sets the whole narrative in motion.  A 

reading from the perspective of shame/desire highlights the significance of this fact.   

Shame, when it has become tyrannical, will move heaven and hell to keep desire 

suppressed, denied, damned.  Shame might well appear as a helpful friend—until some 

desire begins to emerge into consciousness. Then, the full warrior shame emerges.  Just 

so, Iago begins his evil scheming on the night when Othello and Desdemona have wed.  

Othello has claimed a private self—he has “married” his desire.  And Iago, as shame, 

must compulsively fight back if he is to maintain his friendly tyranny (the tyranny of 

reputation).  He, not Desdemona, should be the guiding force.  That this might be true is 

suggested by that astonishing moment at the end of Act 3, scene 3, when Othello makes 

Iago his lieutenant after damning Desdemona, and Iago responds, “I am your own 
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forever” (3.3.480).  Not Desdemona; Iago.  Although the overt contrast here is between 

Iago and Cassio (as Othello’s lieutenant), the implied contrast is between Iago and 

Desdemona.  The force of the line, “I am your own forever,” sounds more like a wife 

than a lieutenant.  Shame (Iago) has defeated, and at least temporarily replaced, desire 

(Desdemona). 

Proving the Insinuations of Shame.  Othello asks for—and receives—“ocular 

proof” (3.3.361).  But Iago knows that such “ocular proof” is more imagined than real.  

As he says to Emilia, “Trifles light as air/Are to the jealous confirmations strong/as 

proofs of holy writ” (3.3.323-325).  The handkerchief—Othello’s requested “ocular 

proof”—lies precisely at the center of the play.  Shame functions as an interpretive lens.  

When shame is in control, all events and experiences and even materiality are “clearly” in 

concurrence with shame.  Thus, shame appears to be the “honest truth.”  The defeat of 

shame changes none of the facts; but shame’s defeat radically alters the interpretation of 

those facts.  When Iago is ascendant he knows that “Trifles light as air” are all the proof 

needed.  A mere handkerchief will do the trick. 

Compulsion vs. Choice and the Healing of Othello.  Often Othello is interpreted 

as setting forth a conflict between reason vs. passion.  It’s a contrast that doesn’t quite 

work, though.  Is Iago reason or passion?  A reading of Desdemona as passion as over 

against reason reeks of plain old sexism.  Certainly, in the play itself, Desdemona 

demonstrates a strength of reason (for example, before her father and the Duke in 1.2).  

And what of Othello?  Surely jealousy controls him, and that is a passion.  But, in his 

own view, it is his sense of honor, not his hatred, that leads him to kill Desdemona.  A 

reading-through-shame, however, offers a different contrast—that of compulsion vs. 
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choice.  Desdemona’s strength lies precisely in her free choice—for Othello, for Cyprus, 

even for claiming her own death.  Both Othello and Iago, by contrast, are ruled by 

compulsion.  Iago’s own compulsion counts on Othello’s compulsion.   In the end, after 

Othello’s compulsion has driven him to murder the love who has chosen him, he turns on 

Iago and thereby Othello puts to death his own compulsion.  Othello’s suicide is his first 

genuinely free act.  Not a terribly happy act, granted.  But an act freely chosen.  The 

battle is between Iago and Desdemona, between shame and desire.  Desdemona never 

enters the battle.  She does not need to; she sees no battle.  Such is the nature of natural 

desire.  But Iago, if he is to remain in control of Othello, must either kill or silence 

Desdemona.  It is his battle, not hers.  And when Othello kills Iago, he is finally free to be 

fully human.  The constructed self (reputation) falls.  He marks the change himself: 

“That’s he that was Othello.  Here I am” (5.2.289).  “Speak of me as I am. Nothing 

extenuate, Nor set down aught in malice” (5.2.347-48).  Here then, is a full human—who 

has served the state and thrown away his “pearl” (5.2.352).  In owning that, Othello 

becomes fully human—nothing extenuate.  He can speak of himself as what he is—both 

public and private.  The negotiation between the two is finally, if tragically, complete. 

 

Conclusion: On Not Being Fair 

Shifting the categories from “good vs. evil” or “virtue vs. vice” to “desire vs. 

shame” helps clarify why “evil Iago” works.  The tyranny of shame is evil, in that it 

destroys human life.  Its mechanisms are brilliant and effective.  The play is, in Baxter’s 

use of the term, “melodrama.”  But it is not melodramatic.  
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Iago’s evil is beyond comprehension.  But the play is not.  In fact, I suspect that 

the emotional hook of the play is not that we, as the audience, want to or have 

experienced pure evil in our lives.  But we have lived with the demon of shame.  We have 

known the hell of killing what we love—and not quite understanding why we’ve done it.  

Othello, in part, answers that question.  Not descriptively, but by demonstrating the 

dynamics of something that we all experience deeply. 

No story can be fair to all the characters.  We can’t be “God.”  As Baxter says, 

probably even God isn’t “God” in that sense.  We misread Shakespeare when we try to 

psychoanalyze Iago as an independent character, when we try to understand his 

motivations.  If we rationalize every character, we miss out on all passion—because 

passion is not fair.  Maybe the omniscience of Shakespeare, as author of the play, is not 

the omniscience of a deity, but rather something along the lines of the “omniscience” of a 

good therapist.  The therapist doesn’t care about the other people in a patient’s life.  

They’re not actually real people to the therapist, even though they are to the patient.  

What the therapist does is intuit the patient’s projections, and then work with those 

projections (which generate compulsions) until the patient can see.  Then free choice 

becomes possible.  The therapist doesn’t have to be fair to anyone but the patient.   

Iago works as a character because of how he occasions Othello’s jealousy.  Iago’s 

actual motivations are not pertinent.  What’s pertinent is what Othello does with Iago.  

Iago and Desdemona, as personifications of shame and desire, allow the full complexity 

of the man Othello to be seen.  And in a much more interesting way than if Shakespeare 

had simply given us transcripts of thirty of Othello’s therapy sessions.  Othello is the 

play.  And both Iago and Desdemona reveal him, not themselves.   
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Endnotes 

#
1 All citations for Othello refer to the Norton Critical Edition, edited by Edward 

Pecther (New York: Norton, 2004). 

2 The discussion of shame that follows is based on two sources of thought: the 

sociological analysis of shame and honor in Mediterranean cultures and descriptions of 

Shame in psychological studies, especially the work of Alice Miller (who does not focus 

on the label “shame,” but defines many of the dynamics associated with what has later 

been labeled as “shame”).  See, for example, Jean G. Peristiany, ed., Honor and Shame: 

The Values of Mediterranean Society (Chicago: University of Chicago, 1966), and Alice 

Miller: The Drama of the Gifted Child: The Search for the True Self (NY: Basic Books, 

1997).   

3 For a helpful, brief summary of this research, see Moxnes, 19-22. 
4 See especially Augustine, Anti-Pelagian Writings, 53:31 “Concupiscence Need 

Not Have Been Necessary for Fruitfulness.” 

5 See the helpful history provided by Pieter Spierenburg in his essay, 

“Masculinity, Violence, and Honor: An Introduction” (1-7). 

6See chapters 4-6 of Virginia Wiles, Making Sense of Paul: A Basic Introduction 

to Paul’s Theology (Peabody, Massachusetts: Hendrickson, 2000).  Interestingly, the 

features of shame are  very close to Paul’s notion of sin, and Augustine’s doctrine of 

“Original Sin” also (in its saner representations) incorporates similar dynamics to the 

psychological origins of shame. 

 

#
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